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27-234
Add camera to Honda OEM 8” and I-MID screen
Installation diagram
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Installation Instructions
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5.

Ensure the vehicle’s ignition is off and the key has been removed.
Remove the original Head Unit with reference to the manufacturer’s instructions and connect 27-234 to the vehicle and the Head unit. In some
cases, there may not be a connection from the car to the 24-pin connection on the Head Unit. In this case the female 24-pin connector of 27-234
DOES NOT HAVE TO BE CONNECTED TO ANYTHING. Simply just connect the male end of 27-234 to the Head unit and leave the female end loose.
Only connect the red and black 8V wires if the camera being used needs an 8V power supply. If the camera is a 12V camera this will need to be
powered by an alternative fused, ignition live 12V power supply from the car.
connect 27-234 to the reversing input signal with ONE of the following options:
If the vehicle has only the I-MID display (small display displaying radio, clock, mpg etc.) connect the single reverse input signal wire with the bullet
connector to a relevant source. This is labelled ‘REV’. A typical source would be the reversing lights circuit if there is not a specific connection behind
the Head Unit.
With the Honda 8” touch display system, connect the black and grey wires to a vehicle ground and reversing signal source respectively. This grey
wire is labelled ‘Reverse 8” touchscreen’ and the black ‘Ground to activate 8” touchscreen’.
Test the camera fully before re-installing the Head Unit

